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R E C T O R ’ S
message

have visited and had wonderful conversations with 
few stakeholders of our NP. And, I have truly been 
inspired by this institution – its past and its present. 
Moreover, I believe that our past has such power and 
that it can continue to shed light on the way forward 
to a new beginning!
 And I also stand as the grateful and humble 
beneficiary of the numerous legacies and achievements 
forged by my predecessors, staffs, students, parents 
and Alumni. Fr. K.L George, SJ, I want to recognize 
and thank him for the trust that he has engendered 
within the school community and the bridges that he 
has built during his tenure as the Vice-Rector of this 
venerable institution. 

Sursum Corda

 T.S. Eliot, in his poem “East Coker,” opens 
with this seemingly paradoxical statement: “In my 
beginning is my end.” I believe Eliot’s words have 
some importance for us today. Any vision of our future 
begins by looking in the “rear‐view” mirror, back at 
our institutional roots – exploring the life and times 
of our founders, and all decades since to the present. 
 Of course, future achievement and success in any 
human endeavour is never automatic or guaranteed – 
such outcomes must be planned for and earned. And 
so it follows that no institution ever attains greatness 
accidentally, or simply because it has the potential. 
It must first envision the content and character of 
that greatness, be able to imagine and describe what 
it should look like, and then plan and implement 
strategies targeted to actualize that vision. 
 Over these past few days, I have spent time 
learning about NP and exploring its history. And, I 

Fr. Adv. Stan ley  K Varghese , SJ

RECTOR
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 “As a man was passing the elephants, he suddenly 
stopped, confused by the fact that these huge creatures 
were being held by only a small rope tied to their front 
leg. No chains, no cages. It was obvious that the elephants 
could, at any time, break away from their bonds but for 
some reason, they did not.
 He saw a trainer nearby and asked why these animals 
just stood there and made no attempt to getaway. ‘Well,’ 
trainer said, ‘when they are very young and much smaller 
we use the same size rope to tie them and, at that age, it’s 
enough to hold them. As they grow up, they are conditioned 
to believe they cannot break away. They believe the rope 
can stil l  hold them, so they never try to break free.’  The 
man was amazed. These animals could at any time break 
free from their bonds but because they believed they 
couldn’t, they were stuck right where they were.” (Source: 
ht t p s : / / t h o u g ht c at a l o g . c om / j a nu a r y - n e l s on / 2 0 1 8 / 0 9 /
motivational-stories/).

 Dear students, you are all busy with the regular 
online tests. Despite the network issues and pressures to 
do well in tests, you all are busy working hard day in and 
day out. Some of you might be doing exceptionally well. 
Some of you might be finding it very difficult to cope 
with the pressures due to various issues. Do not surrender 
yourself like the elephant, who thought that it cannot 
break the bond. You might worry about one test which you 
had not done well.  But that is not the end in itself.  Leave 
the failure behind and work towards a better future. As it 
is said, failure is the stepping stone to success. Never let 
your one failure or one bad experience hold you back in 
the future. As we always believe at NP, we never give up! 
We fight until the end. You all can do and I have great faith 
in all of you. 

Sursum Corda

f r o m  t h e

P R I N C I PA L’ S  D E S K

Rev. Fr.  Loe  A lphonse  Ra j ,  SJ

PRINCIPAL
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MY L I FE  AT  NORTH PO INT
Pat Hallis

 I loved Darjeeling among all the hill stations in India 
and had visited as a tourist a few times.  On the last of these 
visits, in 1979, I was on the lookout for a school where I could 
work as a teacher.  The school had to be in the mountains 
and naturally, I’d like to be with as good a school that would 
accept me. 
 I had already checked out schools all along the 
Himalayan range from Kashmir down to Mussoorie, Nainital, 
Shimla and even Shillong.  I had had very positive results in a 
number of these places and felt confident that I had a chance 
to choose the school I wanted: North Point.
 So in 1979 one fine April morning, I approached the 
Rector, Fr. Van, and asked him if he needed a teacher who 
was not trained but was willing to learn.  
 After spending the rest of 1979 settling my affairs with 
my job in Bombay, and bidding farewell to my family and 
friends there, I arrived to begin life as a teacher in NP in 
March of 1980.
 This began for me a span of life in a new environment, 
in a brand-new career, in a great institution of learning called 
North Point.  Looking back, this was a God-given happy 
decision for my life.
 The former Rector, Fr. K. L. George, asked me if I 
would be willing to share a few of my experiences of my years 
at North Point and so here am I raking up memories of a time 
gone by. There are far too many memories rushing out and I 
really do not know where to start.  I’ll dwell on what pops up 
in my mind while writing this article.
 Let me start with a late evening in my room on the top 
floor of the residence rooms for us bachelors, with our cache 
of spirits smuggled up from a previous trip to Jorethang in 
Sikkim.  Rum, brandy and whiskey was flowing freely and so 
was our singing and merry-making till a bit after 11 pm when 
Fr. Leo Forestell knocked on my open door and enquired 
what was going on, disturbing the normally quiet hour of the 
night.  I invited Father Forestell to join us for a drink and to 
sit awhile with us and we’d wind up shortly.  Guess what, he 
agreed.  Had his peg of whatever, and we all sang “Red River 
Valley” for three consecutive repeats...
 Next day, life was normal.Another time, our group of 
“lay teachers” as opposed to the “scholastics” who were also 
residents along with the fathers and brothers, were at one 
of several parties at the homes of our married teachers with 
their families.  Two of these families stand out for me; though 
the doors of all the other teachers were always open for us 
“bachelor boys”.  The two families that made their homes 
our “home away from home” were the LeFevre family and 
the Parnell family. What rollicking, wonderful, times of song, 

dance and merriment we had at these homes, topped off with 
delicious home-cooked food whipped up in their kitchens 
with all too willing hearts, and all the family involved.
 Well at one of these parties with Fr. Bill German in 
attendance, the topic of discussion turned to the vows Jesuit 
priests and brothers take, especially the vow of poverty.  
Dear Fr. German in his typical way took this a bit hard with 
us disagreeing with his concept of poverty versus ours….
especially mine who was the main protagonist….I kept 
comparing the concept of poverty in India versus his concept 
of poverty from the Canadian point of view.  This resulted 
in hot words and hot feelings fuelled by Sikkim spirits and 
led Fr German to explosive levels.  He was pretty angry and 
we got to be the best of enemies for that night, never to have 
anything to do with each other. A short time later he left 
and the rest of the company said I had cooked my goose as a 
teacher at NP.  Old Bill German, habba, habba, would get me 
fired.
 So the next day at School at morning break, in the staff 
room, I was wondering what was going to happen as a result 
of this encounter, when  Fr. Bill walked in, came straight up 
to me and grabbed me with a bear hug and lifted me off the 
floor and said: “I am sorry. I have thought about what you 
said and it makes absolute sense.”  That ended that matter 
and that led to my respect for the man and the priest Fr. 
German, to go up many notches. 
 Then there were the couple of times going with the 
Bhutan boys to Thimphu and being guests of the King and 
playing with His Majesty his favourite sport, basketball.  There 
were trips to both Bhutan and Nepal and dining in the homes 
of the nobles and then dining in the homes of the common 
boys.  We, teachers, were welcomed by the elite of the land 
and I made it a point to go to the homes of the common sons 
of the soil, as well.  Cannot figure whose hospitality was the 
more lavish.
 There are poignant times of my stay that I’ll skip over.  
We were and are still family. Members of this family know 
about one another, whether they be students, teachers, staff 
or workers. We belonged to one another, and God was for us 
all. We all know one another’s stories.   
 Eventually, I chose to move on, but the times spent in 
Darjeeling and especially being part of St. Joseph’s School, 
North Point will forever be a stage of life lived with great joy 
and with great gratitude. To all the family, God bless each of 
you and your dear ones.  Thank you, one and all from a deep 
place in my grateful heart.  

Sursum Corda.

Mr Pat Hallis was a teacher at North Point in 1980.
He was recruited by Fr. Gerard Van Walleghem
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National Sports Day 2020: 

A Tribute to Major Dhyan Chand

 National Sports Day is observed on 29th 
August every year and coincides with the birthday 
of legendary hockey Olympian, Dhyan Chand Singh. 
It  is celebrated on his birthday to celebrate his 
contribution to Indian sports.  Major Dhyan Chand 
captained the Gold medal olympiad Indian hockey 
team at the Berlin Olympics in 1936.
 
Major Dhyan Chand

 Sports are vital  for the physical and mental 
development of humans. A person who plays sports 
always remains healthy. In a country where the 
people have been conditioned to dote over cricket 
and football,  few know that India relegates an entire 
day to celebrate the glory of all  sports.  The National 
Sports Day, also known as the Rashtriya Khel Divas 
was first inducted into the long list  of celebratory 
days in 2012. Ever since it  has been the centre of 
attraction for ardent sports lovers of the nation. 
 The sole reason behind celebrating National 
Sports Day lies in championing the spirit  of 
sportsmanship and propagating the message of 
various sports.  The states of Punjab and Haryana 
are particularly involved in the celebrations where 
they are celebrated with pomp and flair.  Various 
competitions are organized ranging from kabaddis, 
marathons, basketball,  tennis,  football,  cricket 
among others while talent hunts are conducted 
simultaneously,   in a combined effort to promote 
sporting talent.
 Major Dhyanchand Singh, universally known as 
'Wizard of Hockey',  was born on 29 August 1905 in 
Allahabad city.  After acquiring his basic education, 
Dhyanchand joined the Indian army in 1922. Major 
Dhyanchand Singh was a true sportsperson; he was 

motivated to play hockey by Subedar Major Tiwari. 
Dhyanchand started playing hockey under his 
supervision.  Due to his outstanding performance, 
Dhyanchand was appointed as '  Lance Naik'  in 1927; 
in 1932 he was promoted to Nayak and Subedar in 
1936 when he was Captain of the Indian hockey team. 
Later,  he was promoted to Lieutenant; Captain and 
was eventually promoted to Major.

Major Dhyanchand's performance

 Major Dhyanchand was such a great player 
of hockey that if  the ball  once stuck in his stick, it 
always ended with a score. This was the reason that 
once his stick was broken during a match to check 
whether the stick contained a magnet or something 
else.  He is regarded as a prodigy in the field of hockey. 
At the Berlin Olympic Games of 1936, Dhyanchand 
was elected the captain of the Indian Hockey team. 
Major had scored more than 400 international goals 
in his career from 1926 to 1948 while scoring nearly 
1,000 goals in his entire career.  During his years 
as a professional hockey player,  Singh won the 
Olympic gold medal on three occasions- 1928, 1932 
and 1936, cementing his position in the pages of 
history. Famously,  during the 1936 Berlin Olympics 
in the prologue to World War II,  Adolf Hitler was 
visibly impressed by seeing this “Hockey ke Jadugar” 
(Wizard) at play. The colourful personality of Dhyan 
Chand Singh is well  remembered because of his 
tacit  refusal to salute the dictator during the hockey 
finals against Germany in 1936. However, Hitler was 
overwhelmed by Singh and his performance against 
the Fatherland that he wished to buy Singh’s hockey 
stick out of admiration for the three-time Olympic 
gold medalist.

Mr Soumjit Saha

Physical Education Instructor
Asst. Sub-Prefect
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  Hence to pay homage to a legendary player; 
the Government of India decided to celebrate his 
birthday as the National Sports Day since 2012. 
Before this recognition, he was awarded the Padma 
Bhushan in 1956, which is the third-highest civilian 
award in India.

National Sports Day Celebration

 National Sports Day is celebrated extensively 
at the national level.  It  is organized every year in 
the Rashtrapati Bhavan where the President of India 
distributes National Sports Awards to the respective 
winners who have enhanced the prestige of the 
tricolor flag all  over the world. Under the National 
Sports Award, p former and active players are 
honored with many other awards like Rajiv Gandhi 
Khel Ratna Award, Arjuna Award, and Dronacharya 
Award. Along with these honors, "Dhyanchand 
Award" is also awarded on this day.
After the death of Major Dhyanchand in 1979, the 
Indian Postal Department posthumously paid tribute 
to Major Dhyan Chand and issued stamps in his 
honour. As a tribute to him; the National Stadium 
of Delhi was renamed Major Dhyan Chand Stadium, 
Delhi.

Indian sports awards 

 On this day, Rashtrapathi Bhavan organises a 
special event to celebrate India's sporting heroes. 
The President of India distributes prestigious awards 
like the Arjuna Award, the Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna 
Award and the Dronacharya Award to the various 
sportsmen who made the nation proud the respective 
year.  The Dhyan Chand award, synonymous with the 
‘Lifetime Achievement’  award is highest on the list. 
This year’s notable Arjuna awardees were Mohammed 
Anas Yahiya (athletics),  Anjum Moudgil  (shooting), 
Ajay Thakur (kabaddi),  Sai Praneeth (badminton) 
and Swapna Barman(athletics) among others.
 The National Sports Day is a gala of celebration 
for sporting talent in India. India is teeming with 
individuals who have a flair for sports,  in every nook 
and cranny of the nation. The Rashtriya Khel Divas 
prioritizes the promotion of this talent whereby India 
can scale higher glories in the international sphere. 
Most importantly,  the day celebrates every sport as 
an equal and the limelight is not cast selectively but 
shines bright on every one of them, kindling the fire 
and passion within the athletes anew.

Major Dayand Chand; First row sitting; left to right
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A Viv id  Descr ip t ion  o f
Sandakphu

Osiris Tamang  
“XI Science”

 Home to the beautiful alpine vegetation like the 
ever-present rhododendrons, towering birch trees, fir and 
bamboo, a place close to the divine clouds is the elegant 
Sandakphu. Four of the highest peaks of the world can be 
seen from this summit.
 It is located at the edge of the Singalia National 
Park in the state of West Bengal and is rightfully claimed 
to be the crown of West Bengal. Trekking to Sandakphu is 
one of the best and certainly the most popular attractions 
for the tourists. Witnessing the beauty and grace of the 
dazzling scenery with each step you take, surrounded by 
the aroma of the rhododendrons and being able to breathe 
pollution-free air in the palms of Mother Nature would be 
every traveller’s dream. The scenic view of the soaring Mt. 
Everest and Mt. Kanchenjunga is worth the time you’ve 
put in the trek. Phlaut, Tumling, Tonglu and Meghma 
stand as some other tourist attractions of Sandakphu.
 The only way to reach Sandakphu is to trek or to 
take a car or more particularly a “Land Rover”. The hike 
to Sandakhu requires lodging. Some of the hotels in my 
recommendation are “Hotel ChamongChiabari”,” Sherpa 
Chalet” and “Queens Hill Hotel and Resort”, these hotels 
provide a comfortable stay and good food at an affordable 
price.
 The trail you take a trek on, the villages you may 

camp at and the mountain peaks that you see are all 
steeped in cultural and mythological significance. The 
culture of Sandakphu is like no other culture, owing much 
to its geographical location. Located on the Indo-Nepal 
border, the trek starts in Darjeeling, crosses over to Nepal 
and ends in a small village on West Bengal. On this trail, 
we get to experience intriguing cultural transformations 
throughout the way. You also get to experience a thriving 
presence of Buddhist and Hindu cultures and tradition. 
Right from the start of the journey you get to see many 
colourful flags threaded together like beads on a necklace. 
These flags are also hung at the doors of their homes in 
Sandakphu. These flags are known as “Pancha-Dutta” 
and they hold several hymns and prayers of the Buddhists 
in them. They are of the colours red, blue, white, yellow 
and green. Each colour signifying fire, water, clouds, air 
and land respectively. It is believed that the confluence of 
these five elements is holy.
Lastly, something that you will only get to taste in 
Sandakphu is the” DhuleyKhursani”. It is a tiny, round, 
red chilly. Even a small bite of this enough to make your 
eyes water. At Jaubhari, a “chutney” is made out of these 
chillies and served to travellers. Be sure not to miss this 
thing.
 All these things make Sandakphu heaven on Earth. 
A place to the heart of mother nature and a breeze full of 
jubilation is enough to make you energetic and peaceful.
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 What is solitude ? It is a quiet place , away from other human beings , where we are able to reflect on 
our day , contemplate a decision , and listen to our thoughts. We often desire solitude to escape from stress 
, from unhealthy company , or to relax. We may find solitude in many places , including the privacy of our 
bedroom , a walk along an empty street late at night , a hike through the still woods , or while sitting on a 
bench in a peaceful ,  still park with the maple trees.

 Most of us require solitude to live a balanced life , in which we feel satisfied and happy. In fact , 
solitude is a basic human need. For an outsider, solitude and loneliness may appear the same. They are both 
characterised by solitariness. Yet, solitude and loneliness are miles
apart. Solitude is a positive state of being alone , but not lonely. In solitude , a person is engaged with one's 
own thoughts , feelings , experiences , and with oneself. Solitude helps people to rejuvenate themselves , 
clear their mind of clutter and listen to their inner self. Finding and experiencing solitude is a personal 
choice.

 Loneliness , on the other hand , is a negative state , a wistful need for someone or something that has 
been lost. It is the need for human contact and social interaction , and it is a sense of despair caused by 
social isolation. Unlike solitude , loneliness is not something a person chooses to experience. It is imposed 
on them by misfortune , hardship , loss , or death of a loved one.

 Solitude has also been a great source of inspiration. Pablo Picasso , the legendary Cubist painter , once 
said : " Without great solitude , no serious work is possible ". Writers , photographers , painters and film 
makers have all commented on solitude through their art.

 Several films have been made with solitude as a subject. In 2007 , the film " Into the Wild " was released. 
It was directed by Sean Penn and was based on a true story of Christopher McCandless , a young man who 
craves for adventure , freedom and solitude. He hitchhikes rides to Alaska , hikes through countless hills 
and finally sets up a makeshift camp in an abandoned bus miles away from civilisation. He initially enjoys 
his new life , but the harsh wilderness and weather successfully wears him down and his rotting corpse is 
found by hunters inside the bus after a few weeks. He took the idea of solitude to an extreme and hence 
perished , hence proving the old saying , " too much of anything is not good ".

 Solitude is sustenance for the soul and spirit. Solitude enables us to be creative and helps us find joy 
and peace of mind. Solitude is necessary to renew our enthusiasm for people , work and life. It is one of the 
required tools for building a complete life consisting of happiness and well-being. We all look for solitude , 
and the right kind of solitude can be bliss.

"Nowhere can a man find a quieter or more untroubled 
retreat than his  own soul"-  Marcus Aurelius. 

S O L I T U D E
Samanawya Dey

11 SCIENCE
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 Co-vid 19 lockdown has turned our world upside down. I am worried about my aunts as they are 

doctors and are in the front lines stopping the virus .On top of that, there is no school, no friends and I 

really miss my Hostel life in the PD dorm. 

 However, even during these difficult times, we all can stay positive.Here are some things that have 

helped me get through these times:

*  Spending quality time with my family and pets.

*  Discovered new interests like painting and playing badminton.

*  Have increased my vocabulary through scrabble and reading books.

* I have been gardening too.

* learned to make pizza, pasta, etc.

 Lastly, I am keeping a daily routine for myself and am waking up and sleeping on time with activities 

and time for rest as well.

 STAY HAPPY,STAY SAFE,STAY POSITIVE!

HO W TO STAY POSITIVE
Kairav Pradhan  V C
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• The images are “upside down” on the retina, but we see everything “right side up”.

• The muscles in the eye are 100 times stronger than they need to be to perform their function.

• The Cornea doesn’t have any blood supply; it gets the nutrition from tears.

• On an average, the eye blinks within 1/10 of a second.

• After the human brain, human eyes are the second most complex part of our body.

• Only 1/6th of the whole eyeball is exposed from the orbit.

• Compared to our fingerprints which contain 40 unique traits, an eye contains 256, which makes eye   
 retinal scans most secure. 

• The length of the eye determines how good your vision is, shorter or longer eye ball sizes depict short   
 sighted or long sighted eye problems.

• Human eyes can focus on 50 different objects every second and distinguish approximately 10 million   
 different colors.
• Newborns’ eyes don’t contain tears until they are about four months old.

• Eye scratches are painful but heal quickly usually within 48 hours, unless an infection occurs.

• Humans are blind for about 40 minutes per day because of Saccadic masking, this way the body    
 reduces motion blur as objects and eyes move.

• 20/20 isn’t perfect vision, it’s actually normal vision; it means you can see what an average person sees  
 from 20 feet.

• Eyes manage 80 percent of all information you will ever take in.

• An average person blinks 5.2 million times per year (17 times per minute, 14,280 times in 14 hours,   
 5.2 million times per year).

• Diabetes can be detected through retina examination of an eye.

• An eye has more than 2,000,000 working parts.

• If one of your eyes were a digital camera, it’d have 576 megapixels.

• Retinal blood vessels are the only blood vessels which can be observed directly in human body. 

• It is impossible to sneeze with your eyes open.

Interest ing facts  About 
the  Human Eyes 

Aakarshan Rai   VIA
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Recipe by 

Mrs Mita Rai 
Gaurdian of Vedant Rai

11 science

Recipe for White  sauce pasta

Originat ing  from Ita ly,  this  rec ipe 
was  quickly  adopted by  the  French 
bourgeois ie  who,  in  the  colonial  era , 
spread i t  throughout  the  world.  The white 
sauce  pasta  remains  a  beloved recipe  in 
households  throughout  the  world  due to 
i ts  s impl ic i ty  and ease  in  cooking.

Variat ions  of  this  rec ipe  ar ise  in  di f ferent 
regions  where  the  dish has  blended i tse l f 
with  the  regional  tastes .  The recipe  g iven 
below is  one of  the  most  s implest  and is 
easy  to  cook and prepare.

With i ts  s i lky  texture  and aromatic 
sauce  made from butter  or  milk  ,  i t  i s  a 
guaranteed recipe  to  del ight  one 's  taste 
buds.

Ingredients:
●	 Pasta 	of 	one 's 	choice .
● 	 Butter .
● 	 Ref ined	 f lour .
● 	 Milk .
● 	 Cheese.
● 	 Mixed	 herb( 	 thyme, 	 oregano	 and	
other  herbs  included) .
●	 Pod	of 	gar l ic .
● 	 Sal t 	 for 	 taste .

Steps

1. 	 Boi l 	 water 	 in 	 a 	 saucer 	 or 	 container	
and  add sal t  to  add sal ini ty  .

2 .  Add butter  to  a  non st ick  pan and 

add minced gar l ic  unt i l  the  gar l ic  turns 
golden brown. 

3 .  Add adequate  ref ined f lour  to  make 
sauce  and heat  the  pan adequately  to 
reduce  the  raw smel l  of  the  f lour .

4. 	 Add	 cheese 	 ( 	 mozzarel la 	 or 	 a	
preferred one)  and al low the  cheese  to 
melt  adequately.

5 .  Add the  r insed pasta  with  sal t  for 
taste  .  Al low the  pasta  to  be  cooked for 
around 20 to  30 minutes .

6 .  Add garnish such as  mixed herbs, 
toppings  and the  dish is  prepared to  be 
served

W h i t e  S a u c e  P a s t a
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 The sun rose in the horizon as birds f lew in the crimson 
expanse as the sound of clashing steel filled the road. The 
f lames had died down and were almost extinguished. In 
between all of the wreckage and suffering Jerrod and the 
mysterious boy fought with intense strife, both of them 
struggling to land a blow on each other.

 Jerrod was not fast. his weakened state added to the 
problem. But the boy was not fast either. His hammer was 
heavy and slow, but with the skill he swung it, Jerrod was 
lucky to survive for so long. And there was something else 
as well. The boy was not fighting at his best. He was just 
getting warmed up.

 Jerrod knew he had to end this fight fast otherwise 
he would end up dead. But he needed time to come up with 
a plan. So, he did the one thing he was good at. He began 
talking.

 “So…,” Jerrod said with baited breath, “Do you have 
a name, or do you just go around swinging your hammer at 
everyone who asks for it?”

 The boy smiled and let go of his shaft that Jerrod was 
trying to block with his sword. Jerrod quickly jumped out 
of punching range but still close enough to hold the shaft 
back with his blade. The boy was trying to injure Jerrod till 
he was unable to move.

 Jerrod had observed the boy for long enough to relay 
his battle plan.

 The hammer is heavy, thought Jerrod, so he can’t 
swing it around much. However, its shaft is long enough to 
reach me and do decent damage if it did. Maybe…
Jerrod was quick to react and before the shaft came down 
on him, Jerrod swevered to the right swinging his blade 

straight at the boys open neck. Fear lined the boys eyes as 
Jerrod though that he finally got him, but then the ground 
began to tremble and a large wall of earth blocked Jerrod’s 
swing.

 Back away, something spoke into Jerrod’s mind, back 
away now!

 Jerrod jumped away quickly and he saw why. Where 
he once was stood a large spike of rock that would have 
pierced him through and through and through.
“Ha… you thought that it would be that easy?” the boy 
spoke from behind the wall. The wall receded back into 
the ground and there stood the brown robed boy smiling 
wildly at Jerrod.

 “It will take you more than that to even scratch me.” 
The boy said.

 “Well, fine.” Jerrod called out, “We can do this all 
day.”
Jerrod had no idea why he said that. He doubted he could 
go on for even an hour. But he had to stall longer to find a 
way around this fight. For a short while his gaze fell over 
where Arya and the others lay. He knew he had to stall just 
a few minutes longer.

 “You use the power of a dragon, don’t you?” Jerrod 
spoke out.

 The boy smiled, “I am named Leomord, Rider of the 
Earth. You will remember me till the day you die.”
Jerrod raised his sword to face the boy.

 “Leomord was it.” Jerrod smiled, “I’m Jerrod and 
that… is my friend Arya.”

Chapter 10: 
The Broken Road
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 Leomord’s eyes widened as he turned to his right. But 
he was too slow as Arya crashed into him, followed by an 
explosion that sent Leomord tumbling into the woods.
Where he was stood Arya, who was covered in a snow-
white robe that blinded Jerrod in the bright sunlight. She 
was beautiful but Jerrod kept his distance. He didn’t trust 
anyone today since all the things that had happened.
“Don’t worry, I got him.” Arya said with a smile.
True enough, Leomord struggled to get back up. The guy 
was menacing but took surprises to heart. He was hurt 
badly. Blood dripped from his cloak, making it turn a deep 
black.

 “I will return. Don’t forget that, Jerrod Maverick… 
we shall meet again.” With that Leomord disappeared into 
the forest.

 “Well… we should start moving now” Jerrod didn’t 
want to spend any more time than what was already wasted. 
 
 “Speaking of which, where are we going now?”

 “Forget that. Right now, we have to take care of the 
rest.”

 Arya brought Jerrod back to reality. A sad depression 
washed over him as he realized that Harold was no more.
They walked over to where Candrid and Persephone were 
kneeling over Harold’s listless body. Jerrod kneeled down 
beside all the others. There lay Harold, his chest soaked 
with blood, lifeless and cold, his face a pale hue.

 They buried him on the top of the hill. The place 

which was hit by the first light. After the burial, Jerrod 
pulled Candrid away for a while.

 “Take Persephone back to Rudenhide. I don’t want 
you two to get into any more trouble.”

 Candrid was too worn out and depressed to speak, 
but he nodded agreeing to what Jerrod said.

 Jerrod and Arya waved goodbye to Candrid and 
Persephone. Jerrod tugged on the Cloak of Flames as the 
day grew longer. Arya turned around and began walking.
“Will you tell me where we’re going now?” Jerrod asked.
“To the city of lightning… Zephoria, guarded by the Warden 
Kalong.”

 Jerrod gave a huge sigh. His whole body was aching 
and Zephoria was a long way ahead.

 “You need to learn how to fight better.” Arya said as 
they began walking down the path.

 Jerrod was really not liking his life now. The sun would 
be setting soon, but the night would be long. However, 
Jerrod was ready for what was to come.

 Jerrod stopped and stared at the sun in the distance 
and said, “I finally got it.”

 Arya turned and gave him a confused look.
“I’ve found his name.”
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THE  MEANING  OF  LOVE

To love is to share a life together, 
to build special plans just for the two, 

to work side by side, 
and then smile with pride, 

as one by one, all dreams come true.

To love is to help and encourage 
with smiles and sincere words of praise, 

to take time to share, 
to listen and care 

in tender, affectionate ways.

To love is to have someone special, 
one whom you can always depend on,

to be there through the years, 
sharing laughter and tears
as a partner and a friend.

To love is to make special memories 
of moments you love to recall, 

all the good thing ,
that sharing life brings. 

Love is the greatest of all.

Prashan Chettri
Class  11 Sc.

AAYUSH SHARMA
Class  7 ‘A’

TRISHULIN RAI
Class  5 ‘B’
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H E R A L DS P O R T I F

Spanish club wins the 6th Europa League title: Sevilla 3-2 
InterMilan
 Sevilla triumphs over Inter Milan at the  
RheinEnergieStadion after expertly rounding out the 
clock to get crowned as the Europa League Champions 
for the sixth time.
 The Belgian superstar Lukaku gave the Italian side 
an early lead by scoring his 34th goal of the season from 
the penalty spot at the 5th minute. This goal also extended 
his record of scoring in consecutive Europa League games 
to 11. The Dutch player Luuk De Jong scored to goals from 
the assist of Jesus Navas and Ever Banega to give Sevilla 
the advantage with a 2-1 scoreline at the 33rd minute.
 InterMilan equalized when Romule Lukaku won a 
freekick for the Italian club, the Croatian player Marcelo 
Brozovic took the freekick, Godin met it and the net 
bulged once again to draw InterMilan level.
 In the 65th minute of the tighter second half. The 
clearest of all openings was squandered by Lukaku. 
Barella knocked him one against one with Bounoi, but 
the goalkeeper came up with a brilliant save to stop 
the Belgian side-footed effort. The tables turned when  
Diego Carlos the Sevillain centre-back scored a brilliant 
overhead kick at the74th minute which skit up into the 
net through Lukaku’s deflection.
 The game ended with a scoreline of Sevilla 3-2 
InterMilan.  

The German club dominates the  tournament  and went on 
to claim the  coveted  “CHAMPIONS LEAGUE “title:
 The 90 minutes when the entire world stops,” 
the UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE FINALS” ended with  
Bayern Munich the German superpower in the world of 
football being crowned as the ultimate team for the 6th 
time in the history of Bayern Munich. 
 The final as a whole meanwhile captured quite the 
issue for the modern PSG. The Qatar project has spent 
over 1 Billion Euros on transfers but ended up losing the 
prize that they would pay. 
 Kinsley Coman the Bayern winger who was a 
former PSG player scored a beautiful header at the 59th 
minute which went on to become the title-winning goal 
for the German club. The tight match ended with a score 
of Bayern Munich 1-o Paris St Germain. 
 The night in Estadio da Luz ended with a shattering 
of dreams for the champions of France.
 Bayern Munich has reached the proverbial 
mountain top of Europe, the club successfully dominated 
their way to lifting the finals. Though it was a low scoring 
game it was the only 1 goal that they needed to win the 
finals. 
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THE CHAMPIONS OF EUROPE
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Crossword-  Countries and                         
                        Capitals

Down:
1.Tanzania
3.Myanmar 
6.Nigeria

Across: 
2.Cote d’Ivoire
4.Israel
5.Kazakhstan
7.Belize
8.South Sudan

SUDOKU

Word Jumble
Solutions:-
Crossword:
Down:1.George Orwell 3.Richard Bachman 
4.Mark Twain 5.Stanlee 7.Boz
Across:2.Dr Seuss 6.Lewis Carrol 8.Lemony 
Snicket

Jumble:
INSTRUMENTAL, INSTRUMENTAL, 
CLASSICAL, COUNTRY, M U S I C

BEIBLM

PAHYP

TOYHU

ARTLEGUH

She was probably the only thoroughly sound-conditioned, 

__ __ __ __ __ and robust young lady that ever walked the 

globe and wherever she came it was spring.
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PICTURESQUE

Jigme Pema Dorjee 
Bhutia
11 Arts

Tenzin Younten 12 Science

Keshab Ghimiray 10 A
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Ishant Nirola 6 C

Tenzin Younten 12 Science

Toran Pradhan 10 B
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Aarya Chettri 12 Arts

Aayushman Shrestha 9 D

Aarya Chettri 12 Arts
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“If you look for perfection, 
you’ll never be content.”

Leo Tolstoy


